
WEISS HIGH SCHOOL 
TALENT SHOW GUIDELINES  

 
The following guidelines have been developed by the planning committee to ensure the success and 
fairness of the contest.  
 
1. The purpose of the Weiss Talent Show is celebrate the students at Weiss High School, therefore, only 
those individuals who are currently enrolled as students at Weiss High School, or enrolled in a feeder 
middle school are eligible to compete. If you are competing with a group act, at least ONE member must 
be currently enrolled at Weiss High School, or a feeder Middle School. The talent show is open to both 
individuals and groups of individuals. A person may only appear in one act.  
 
2. In order to participate in the Weiss High School’s Talent Show, individuals must audition. Auditions will 
be held on Thursday, May 2nd from 4:30 - 7:30 P.M. in the Weiss Performing Arts Center.  Participants 
will sign up for a 5 minute time slot, which includes any sort of set up necessary for your act. 
(instruments, amps, props, etc)  Participants my leave after their audition. Sign up for an audition time slot 
on the callboard outside of Ms. Perry’s room (F109). Don’t forget to also fill out the digital application.  

● Microphones - 4 handheld wireless microphones/and stands will be available if necessary. 
● Music - all music will be played through the Weiss PAC sound system.  Please have your music 

downloaded onto a device that can be plugged into a headphone jack. *No streaming 
music/videos.  Cell signal is very weak in the PAC. 

● Instruments - Bring your own instruments and amps.  We will not be running instruments through 
the sound system. You will have 4 wireless handheld microphones/and stands.  They can be 
used to mic instruments, if necessary. 

● Lighting - everyone will have the same lighting for auditions.  Special lighting requests will be 
taken into consideration for the finalists during dress rehearsal and the competition. 

 
3. Talent show acts may include, but are not limited to: singing, dancing, playing an instrument, bands, 
acting, poetry, comedy, magic, or any other unique talent.  All performance material and language must 
be appropriate for school and comply with Weiss High School and PfISD student codes of conduct. 
Violations of the student code of conduct will be enforced by the Weiss HS administrators. 
 
4. After the auditions, the Weiss Theater Directors will choose a selection of finalists to compete in the 
Weiss Talent Show Competition. There will also be a selection of Weiss Teachers who will be performing 
between talent acts. The Weiss Theater Directors and one selected student Weiss Theater Officer will 
select finalists based on a talent show rubric that includes Preparation, Delivery/Quality, Stage Presence, 
and Creativity. The rubric will be available on our website. 
 
5.The finalists will be posted on the Weiss Theater Department website, and social media outlets 
(Insta/Twitter @weisstheater) and on the Weiss Theater Callboard outside of room #F109.  
 
6. The Weiss Theater Officers will be following up with their assigned groups of finalists between 
auditions and dress rehearsals in order to ensure that we have all of your performance needs covered 
(Microphones, Music, Instruments, Lighting, etc). You will be in charge of reporting your rehearsals to 
your assigned Weiss Theater Officer.  Participants may only have technical elements necessary for 
performing their act successfully.  We will not be creating special effects lighting for participants, as it is 
not equitable for everyone else in the competition. 



 
7. All finalists must attend the mandatory dress rehearsal on Monday, May 20th from 4:30-7:30PM in the 
Weiss Performing Arts Center.  All of finalists must be prepared to perform their act in its entirety at the 
dress rehearsal. (All group members present, instruments, amps, costumes, props, items necessary to 
perform your entire act.) All finalists can load in their equipment at door #18 in the rear parking lot. 
Finalists will need to stay for the entire dress rehearsal. 
 
8. The Weiss High School Talent Show will be presented on Friday, May 24th starting at 7:00PM in the 
Weiss Performing Arts Center. Talent show contestants must load-in with the Weiss Theater Directors at 
5:30PM in the Weiss scene shop, located at door #18 in the rear parking lot. We will preset all equipment 
prior to the beginning of the performance and run the competition in the same order as the dress 
rehearsal. 
 
9. Each contestant will be allowed no more than five (5) minutes on stage. A percentage of the 
contestant’s points will be deducted for each minute or part of a minute the contestant runs over five (5) 
minutes in length.  
 
10. Acts using music will be allowed one song or tune, up to a maximum of five (5) minutes total. 
 
11. Contestants MUST perform the same act in the final show as was performed in the audition.  
 
12. Costumes and props need to be ready by dress rehearsal, they will be approved by the Weiss 
Theater Directors.  
 
13. A panel of five judges, selected by the Weiss Theater Directors, will judge contestants.  
 
14. Talent will be judged on the following criteria:  
Originality/Creativity (unique, new, original, creativity in delivery of the act) 10 points  
Showmanship (stage personality, poise, confidence, expression) 20 points  
Costuming/Props (Costume/props contributed to act, fit the style of performance) 10 points  
Audience Appeal  (laughter, applause, response by audience) 10 Points 
Talent (ability to do what the activity or skill requires) 30 points 
Entertainment Value (Overall effect of the performance) 20 
Point SUB-TOTAL: (100 points possible) 
Minus Time Penalty: -5 points for going over 0-:59 seconds.  -10 points for going over 1:00+ 
Total Points: (100 points possible) 
 
15. Prizes will be awarded for first place, second and third place whether it is an individual, duo or group 
act. 
 
Any questions regarding these guidelines should be addressed to one of the Weiss Theater Directors.  
 
 
 


